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SEVENTH SESSION OF THE UN CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT 

GENEVA 9 - 31 JULY 1987 

UNCTAD VII will be the major event in North-South economic relations 
in 1987. lt will take place against a background of difficulty in the 
process of world development with many developing countries experiencing 
inadequate growth rates during the present decade. Continuing problems 
are being experienced w•th the external financial situation of a considerable 
number of developing countries. While the volume of world trade continues 
to expand, albeit at a modest rate, many developing cou~tries have seen 
their export earnings decline over the past two years. Technological 
chang~ has quickened the pace of structural change in the world economy. 

At the same time the nature of the North-South dialogue has changed in 
many ways since earlier· UNCTAD Conferences. A new style of multilateral 
economic dialogue has developed with the GATT and the Bretton ~oods 
institutions becoming for~ for debate at a political Lev~l is well as for 
negotiations relating to the trade and financial systems. UNCTAD must 
find its place in this new environment. 

It is essential to improve the prospects for growth and development in 
the world economy. A range of policies and measures in beth ~nd~strialised 
and developing countries and at a multilateral Level will be required to 
achieve this. UNCTAD VII should be a~ occasion to assess p~esent development~ 
rev~e~ and examine the appropriate policy approaches and broaden the area 
of consensus on the action required 111 interrelated 2r~as ~f ~alic;. 

By the nature of its mandate UNCTAD is well placed to Pxam~ne intcrlinkages 
bet>Jeen issues . .In the process Leading to the adopt~ on of the agenda of .the 
Jonference, the ·c·ommuni ty has supported the idea of a c r::ss-sectora L appro3 ch. 

··The negotiated outcome on the agenda is inevitably a c.omprc·i~ise reflectir1]. 
·- ideas of different countries and groups of countries. It is u:~fortunate -::hat 

the.United State~ was not able to join in the approval of the agend~. This 
situation makes it all the more important that the Community and its Member 
States should put forward clear common views durin~ the pre~a~atory process 
and in the Conference itself. In particular, the Community should play its 
full role in contributing to a su,.tcessfuL outcome to the Ccr.f renee and in 
arguing for the fuller participation of all deveLoping countr es in the ~crld 
economic system. It will be important to ~ear in mjnd the un versal nature 
of UNCTAD in so doing. 
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The main evc11t ;n Nurth-Sc".Jth econ•)mic re[,:,t·ions i11 1'Ji_l,_, was the 
Launching of the Uru>.;'JcJY r<ound of GATT MultiLateraL ·,·r·o>de Negot·;ations 
in Punta del Este. The coincidence between the beginning of the 
multilateral round of negotiations covering new dimensions and an 
important UNCTAD gathering is unique :Jnd means that the Co<::munity has 
more interest than ever in a successful UNCTAD VII and a reasonably 
operative UNCTAD organisation. It ·is obviotJs that the events in the 
two fora will influence each other. The Conference should help to 
define the relationship between UNCTAD and GATT in trade matters. 

Evidently a confronta1 lvnal oulr:ome to UNCTAD VII would d.:Jmage the 
prospects for the Uruguay Round. Many delegations at UNCTAD will be 
headed or even staffed with personnel involved with the GAlT 
negotiations. On the other hand, participation in GATT and UNCTAD will 
differ since aLL developing countri~s will be present at UNCTAD, 
whereas not all are participants in the Uruguay Round. 

Consequently the Community should encourage the LDC's who do 
participate in GATT to seize this opportunity to prepare themselves 
for a more influential role in the GATT negotiations. In any event it 
is necessary to avoid fixing positions in UNCTAD which will reduce the 
freedom of manoeuvre of contracting parties participating in the GATT. 

Issues relating to commodities are an important part of the debate on 
North-South trade relations. UNCTAD clearly has a part~cular role to 
play in this area. Issues relating to counter-trade should also be 
examined. 

During UNCTAD VII, Western countr·ies, including the t:or.~r?un·ir:)', wili. 
draw attention to the importance of the role of the private secto,· in 
development. However, it will be important to avoid cushing the UNCTAD 
debate into an ideological channel. Such a course misht complicate the 
task of UNCTAD in coming to meaningful conclusions. 

The Soviet Union and the other Eastern bloc countries will certainly 
plan an active role in the UNCTAD process. Their incentive to ~o so is 
indeed increased by the fact that the Soviet Union ~tself dues not 
participate in negoriations in GATT and the Bretton Woods s;--::.tem. The 
Commu:1ity must be prepar-ed to respond to th·~ ideas ·.;},ic:h may be 
advanced by the Ei'lstern bloc on trade,. finance and corn1nodity 
questions. 

In general, it is true to say that governmental approaches to 
international policy formulation have become somewhat mor2 positive 
over the past two y~ars. Recent action in the field of e~change rates, 
the Baker initiative and the con3ensus reached at the Special Session 
of the General Assembly on African economic development ar~ ~vidence 

of new approaches. But the need to ~xtend the area of :ons~nsus 
re~ains. The Community has a new oo6ortunity to review and make more 
explicit its approach to trade and development issues and influence 
the arproach nf others. 
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